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Chairman’s Chat ..........................
Theoretically this is the 2007 AGM but to keep things simple I will cover the
Club’s activities since the last AGM and even look forward a little.
But before that some of you may have noticed a reference to a change in
the Club’s constitution in the information relating to the AGM. We first
looked at changing the constitution since various bodies such as local
authorities require certain elements to be present in a Club’s constitution
before providing support ; not that we need financial support but being on
lists of local Clubs and on various websites would be invaluable.
When we actually looked at the existing constitution it became clear that
change was required. The original constitution is very prescriptive and
doesn’t represent the way the Club is run today. For instance, it specifies
monthly meetings on the first Thursday of the month and an AGM to be
held on the first Thursday of March - which certainly hasn’t happened for a
while (though fortunately the wording includes ‘normally’ so we have some
wriggle room). It also lacks the sort of statements that are, quite reasonably
required to cover areas such as child protection and diversity. We are still
in the process of redrafting; the main problem being keeping things
sufficiently vague to avoid frequent changes. Hopefully we will manage to
run the next AGM somewhere close to when it should be (though possibly
not precisely the first Thursday in March) and we aim to circulate the new
constitution to all members for discussion prior to that.
Back to the more interesting area of events - and I’ll start at the top with
the Regional event and work down. The Regional event was a great
success incorporating, as it did ,the Midland Championships and Interland
2008 selection races. John did a sterling job in planning in Salcey, particular
as it was really rather too early in the year; with the map (thanks to the FC)
changing under him - and the mappers; Robert, Neil and John again, also
did a great job, especially getting those pesky ditches nailed. Those I saw
finishing seemed happy with their Salcey experience - perhaps we have
finally killed its monster status. If not perhaps we should change the name.
A Regional event always requires a big effort from the club and it was
forthcoming as ever; so many thanks to everyone who helped.
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Looking forward, our next Regional event is next February, at Silverstone
North - this is Bucknell & Hazelborough renamed to get the Silverstone
cachet… Another big effort will be needed for this one. So be prepared for
the call…
We held a District event at Brogborough just after the last AGM which went
well.
Rapidly dropping down the scale to local events, we have managed to
run an event every month over the last year. The Summer Series wasn’t
exactly well attended but the final event at Silverstone, while not attracting
too many competitors, did make it clear, that with suitable publicity it has
huge potential for recruiting and maintaining members.
However, for me, the most encouraging feature of the year has been the
growing success of Keyne-O. This has largely been fuelled by the free
publicity we get via the Parks trust. We are regularly getting well over 50
competitors (though for many perhaps ‘competitors’ is a bit strong) with a
maximum attendance of over 100 at Linford Wood.
As the membership secretary’s report makes clear we have finally
managed to end the year with more members than we started; by my
calculations a 16% increase in a year. However, Helen is right that the
problem is now retaining members once they have to pay. To this end we
are looking at ways of ’adding value’ to SMOC membership: from the
New Year one element of this will be a reduced Keyne-O entry fee for
members but we are keen to do more than this.
The new maps produced for Keyne-O in the last year include Linford
Wood , the delightful Howe Park Wood and even the Concrete Cows
have made it onto a map. I’m only sorry the ground was too hard to have
‘Calf, West Most’ as a control description. I’ve done most of this mapping
and cartography and at this point I’d like to say a personal thank you to
Robert Dove who has been invaluable in getting up to speed on the
intricacies of OCAD and trying to ensure I maintain a consistent standard
of mapping. We now have most of the parks and woods of Milton Keynes
mapped; it’s now a matter of filling in a few corners and keeping up with
Milton Keynes developments. The intention is to have a master map of the
whole city from which we can select suitable areas for events.
We have had a couple of ‘social’ events holding a Club meeting in a local
pub - they have been of varying success but we will continue looking at
ideas for social events. Any ideas are welcome.
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Electronic SMOC signals continues as a successful means of delivering the
Club’s message and I continue to be a thorn in Sue’s side by being late
with my copy - and on the subject of copy we are always keen get
contributions…
Since the last AGM we have acquired a Publicity Officer in the shape of
Anne Harris who, to her great credit, actually volunteered for the job! Let’s
hope this sets a precedent.
At the end of my last report I thanked our long term Treasurer, Jen Holroyd
(ably assisted by Stan) and encouraged them to ‘enjoy Scotland’. Having
managed to get far enough North to visit them I can assure all their friends
that they are indeed ‘enjoying Scotland’.
One area I didn't actually cover in my report at the AGM was the
orienteering activities of SMOC members since the last AGM and, given
the last AGM was about 18 months ago that's a fair bit of activity. SMOC
members have travelled around certainly including both French and
Swedish multi day events. There was a good Club representation at both
last year’s Scottish and this year’s Welsh six day events, both blessed with
superb terrain and indifferent weather.

May you always run in sunlit forests,

Steve
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The latest rankings list as at mid September
CLASS
M35L
M45
M45L
M50L
M50L
M50L
M50L
M50S
M55L
M55L
M55S
M60S
M60S
M65S
W35S
W40S
W45S
W45S
W50L
W55S

POS’N
48
44
66
77
122
291
305
161
92
204
36
89
110
51
39
6
18
99
107
11

POINTS
3164
6721
6337
6448
5607
1040
959
1208
5818
1939
5148
1570
975
816
1076
7129
6224
613
3899
6908

NAME
Jason Falconer
Richard Pownall
Roger Williams
Mike Jones
Andrew Welsh
Richard Harris
Keith Downing
Steve Hardy
Steve Hardy
Keith Downing
John Shaw
Robert Dove
Terry Penny
Colin Nicholson
Karen Vines
Karen Vines
Helen Nisbet
Wendy Williams
Ann Harris
Rosie Shaw

EVENTS

1
1
1
2
2
2
1
1

1
5

The next event needing all hands on deck is the one
on Sunday 5 Oct at Holcote & Reynold Wood, close
to Brogborough, Junction 13 M1.
If you are you available to help on the day please
contact Keith Downing a.s.a.p
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SMOC at the Welsh 6 Day
Congratulations to James Nisbet for his performance in the
Welsh 6 Day in August. He came 2nd overall in M10B and was
1st on Day 6. James says “I was very surprised to win Day 6 as
I had punched the wrong control but I went on and found the
correct one”.

There was a reasonable SMOC presence at the Welsh 6 day
including Rosie, John, Steve, Karen, Roger Wendy and the
Nisbet family. If the Scottish 6 Day is the Rolls Royce of multiday events then I think the Welsh is the Mini Cooper! What was
very apparent was the each day was run by a different club and
as a result there was a good deal of variation in the
organisation. However what was universal was the friendliness
and enthusiasm of the officials, despite the torrential rain. The
6 days gave plenty of challenge from running in mountains with
breathtaking views, to running up slap heaps and running in
leafy forests.
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As I shadowed my 7 year old daughter, Rebecca, on the White
course I got quite cross about the flagrant disregard of
guidelines on some days: maps with no written control
descriptions, lots of decision points with no controls, controls
leading you down the wrong path and controls not on linear
features. That being said, it made me appreciate the high
standards of our own organisers and was a reminder that
planners and organisers are human and unpaid volunteers at
that.
Anyhow it was a great week and we all enjoyed it despite the
rain. We’re now starting to look forward to the Scottish next
summer in Tayside. Last year’s Speyside event was probably
the best orienteering holiday I’ve been on: mountains, ospreys
and club b-b-q to name just a few of the highlights so Tayside
2009 has a lot to live up to. I would urge anyone reading this to
consider going as even if it is wet and challenging as the Welsh
its great fun.
Don Nisbet

club champions 2008
Club Champion: Karen Vines
Ladies Champion: Not Awarded
Junior Champion: William Fitzpatrick
Handicap Champion: Robert Dove
As Karen was the only lady to complete the course
and she beat all the men, and no one can win two
awards, the ladies cup was not awarded (So Karen
gets to keep it anyway). Well done everybody.
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Don’t forget to check the website for
fixtures, results, SMOC personnel,
SMOC Signals deadlines
or any other information you require
http://www.smoc.info

SMOC Signals deadlines
issue date
December 2008
February 2009
April 2009
June 2009
August 2009
October 2009
December 2009

copy deadline
16 November 2008
18 January 2009
22 Marcch 2009
24 May 2009
19 July 2009
20 September 2009
22 November 2009

As you can see the magazine is rather short on copy so
please get busy and write us some articles - and it is now
easy to put in lots of colour photos so please email me with
your orienteering pics. Sue.
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